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The Southern Book Club's Guide to Slaying Vampires
11 tales, translated by Burton from the Sanskrit Baital-Pachisi, or 25 Tales of a Baital, "hung on
[the] thread" of the "laughable" difficulties faced by King Vikram, "the King Arthur of the East,"
as he and his son attempt to bring a baitel (vampire) to a magician. Cf. Isabel Burton's
"Preface" to the 1893 Memorial Ed., p. xi.

The Passage
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Nine-year-old Tony loves ghosts and horror stories, but when he's left home alone one night,
he gets quite the fright as Rudolph the little vampire flies in! Soon the two are firm friends
(when Rudolph isn't trying to bite Tony). Tony even visits the little vampire's Family Vault in the
graveyard where he narrowly escapes the clutches of Rudolph's fearsome Great-Aunt Dorothy.
But what will happen when Tony's parents try to invite his new friend for dinner?

Under a Vampire Moon
'When the monsters are involved, it's never just one dead body. One way or another the dead
multiply.' First, there were the dead in the graveyard, two hundred years dead. I'd been hired to
raise them to settle a dispute over who owned the land they were buried in. Then there were
the three dead teenagers in the woods, slaughtered in a way I'd never seen before. And then
they found the dead girl, drained of blood and left in her bed. I knew what that meant of course.
It didn't take a degree in preternatural studies to figure out that something was wrong. And I
was right in the middle of it. My name is Anita Blake. Welcome to my life

Dracula
One eventful night will change the lives of three friends forever The Travelling Vampire Show is
one of Richard Laymon's best-loved masterpieces - an evocative, nostalgic trip back to a time
when innocence comes face to face with life's darker forces. Perfect for fans of Stephen King
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and Dean Koontz. 'This gloriously inventive piece is probably Laymon's best book yet The
prose here is rich and inventive, the atmosphere and scene-setting handled with real aplomb' News International It's a hot August morning in 1963. All over the rural town of Grandville,
tacked to power poles and trees, taped to store windows, flyers have appeared announcing the
one-night-only performance of The Travelling Vampire Show. The promised highlight of the
show is the gorgeous Valeria, the only living vampire in captivity. For three local teenagers, two
boys and a girl, this is a show they can't miss. Even though the flyers say no one under
eighteen will be admitted, they're determined to find a way. What follows is a story of friendship
and courage, temptation and terror, when three friends go where they shouldn't go, and find
much more than they ever expected. What readers are saying about The Travelling Vampire
Show: 'The final scenes are filled with excitement and were enough to keep me awake until I'd
finished the story - I don't think I could have put it down until I'd found out what happened and
what was going on!' 'Just when you think that you have the storyline figured out, it twists and
hurtles into a surprise ending' 'Expertly written, great dialogue, keeps you engrossed to the
end'

The Crown of Light
Sookie's got just a month, before the next full moon, to find out who wants her brother dead and to stop the fiend! Sookie Stackhouse enjoys her life, mostly. She's a great cocktail waitress
in a fun bar; she has a love life, albeit a bit complicated, and most people have come to terms
with her telepathy. The problem is, Sookie wants a quiet life - but things just seem to happen to
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her and her friends. Now her brother Jason's eyes are starting to change: he's about to turn
into a were-panther for the first time. She can deal with that, but her normal sisterly concern
turns to cold fear when a sniper sets his deadly sights on the local changeling population. She
afraid not just because Jason's at risk, but because his new were-brethren suspect Jason may
be the shooter. Sookie has until the next full moon to find out who's behind the attacks - unless
the killer decides to find her first. The Sookie Stackhouse books are delightful Southern Gothic
supernatural mysteries, starring Sookie, the telepathic cocktail waitress, and a cast of
increasingly colourful characters, including vampires, werewolves and things that really do go
bump in the night.

Carnal Thirst
Vampire royals strategise at 2 am. Last week, I inherited every cent of the multi-billion-dollar Le
Spyre estate. But tequila is far easier to swallow than the coincidence of my beloved
grandmother's death. I'm over this supernatural game, yet walking away from Kyros isn't
simple with the damn mate thing on the cards. The Indebted need my help. My grandmother
deserves justice. And, uhm, the third blood exchange did something to me. It's official. I'm
done playing by paranormal rules. I'm making my own--and playing to win. Because if I enter
Ingenium on my terms, there's no turning back. Winning is the only option. If you can't get
enough of books by Ilona Andrews, Linsey Hall, McKenzie Hunter, Patricia Briggs, Shayne
Silvers, Jenna Wolfhart, and Dannika Dark, then roll the dice and get ready to play for your life.
Next stop, Vampire Towers!
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The Little Vampire
The Andromeda Strain meets The Stand in this startling and stunning thriller that brings to life
a unique vision of the apocalypse and plays brilliantly with vampire mythology, revealing what
becomes of human society when a top-secret government experiment spins wildly out of
control. At an army research station in Colorado, an experiment is being conducted by the U.S.
Government: twelve men are exposed to a virus meant to weaponize the human form by supercharging the immune system. But when the experiment goes terribly wrong, terror is
unleashed. Amy, a young girl abandoned by her mother and set to be the thirteenth test
subject, is rescued by Brad Wolgast, the FBI agent who has been tasked with handing her
over, and together they escape to the mountains of Oregon. As civilization crumbles around
them, Brad and Amy struggle to keep each other alive, clinging to hope and unable to
comprehend the nightmare that approaches with great speed and no mercy. . . From the
Hardcover edition.

Vampire Huntress
From the USA Today bestselling author of Vampire Girl comes a new vampire romance that
will suck you in and leave you wanting more. When Eve Oliver finds a strange help wanted ad
in the newspaper, she applies, desperate to pull her life back together after the suicide of her
twin brother.But the interview itself leads to some serious questions.What kind of company is
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The Night Firm?Why is the interview in the middle of the night?Why are the four Night brothers
so inhumanely sexy? And was that a black unicorn she just saw?Nothing makes sense. But
she takes the job anyway rather than risk being homeless.Now, she's surrounded by vampires,
she's trying not to fall for her bosses, and she has to defend the most notorious vampire of all
time.Dracula.After all, even monsters deserve a fair trial. But will Eve survive the
Otherworld?And will she be able to save the Night brothers from themselves?

I Am the Storm
The Winter Witch
Roundhouse Publishing editor Kate C. Leever's first letter to her new author was meant to
impress upon him the growing demand for vampire romances. And even though he'd
expressed little-to-no desire for any publicity, book tours, or similar, it was clear this was an
author just waiting to be broken out - despite himself, if necessary. When she suggested
attending a romance convention his response - unusually quick to arrive - was succinct: 'No.'
But Kate was adamant: Mr Lucern Argeneau was going to attend a romance convention and
meet his fans. By hook or by crook, despite his reclusive nature and odd sleep patterns, the
surly yet handsome author would attend. And she was sure that, once there, he would reveal
himself to be a true charmer. Of course, that was before she realised that his 'romances' were
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more like biographies, and it's literally her neck on the line SINGLE WHITE VAMPIRE is a
hilarious romantic comedy where a vampire finds his habits of a lifetime overturned and an
unlikely romance blooms.

In the Company of Vampires
A trip to New Orleans and a meeting with a man obsessed with tracking down his lover's killer
makes Lauren Crow change her mind about the existence of vampires.

Blood Trial
"TWILIGHT MEETS OUTLANDER" "Fast paced, action-packed and a total page turner Mind
blowing!" - Tilly "So freaking awesome!" - ERIN E WOLF From USA TODAY bestselling series
Vampire Girl, comes the next book in the saga: SILVER FLAME. For fans of Twilight, A Shade
of Vampire, and Outlander, experience a fantasy romance with an original twist on an old tale. I
was an ordinary girl, living an ordinary life, until I sold my soul to save my mother. Now, I am
trapped between two worlds. Between the vampire demons who own my contract, and the Fae
whose bloodline flows in me. Between the prince I'm falling in love with, and the race his kind
has enslaved. Scroll up and click the buy button now to continue the journey "Karpov Kinrade's
words are magic, painting a picture in your mind that stays forever." - Courtney Cole, New York
Times bestselling author
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Vampire Debt
The New York Times Best Seller #1 April LibraryReads Pick April Indie Next Pick Goodreads
Big Book of Spring Steel Magnolias meets Dracula in this '90s-set horror novel about a
women's book club that must do battle with a mysterious newcomer to their small Southern
town, perfect for murderinos and fans of Stephen King. Patricia Campbell's life has never felt
smaller. Her husband is a workaholic, her teenage kids have their own lives, her senile motherin-law needs constant care, and she's always a step behind on her endless to-do list. The only
thing keeping her sane is her book club, a close-knit group of Charleston women united by
their love of true crime. At these meetings they're as likely to talk about the Manson family as
they are about their own families. One evening after book club, Patricia is viciously attacked by
an elderly neighbor, bringing the neighbor's handsome nephew, James Harris, into her life.
James is well traveled and well read, and he makes Patricia feel things she hasn't felt in years.
But when children on the other side of town go missing, their deaths written off by local police,
Patricia has reason to believe James Harris is more of a Bundy than a Brad Pitt. The real
problem? James is a monster of a different kind--and Patricia has already invited him in. Little
by little, James will insinuate himself into Patricia's life and try to take everything she took for
granted--including the book club--but she won't surrender without a fight in this blood-soaked
tale of neighborly kindness gone wrong.

The Age of Innocence
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A look at the forgotten ancestors of the modern-day vampire, many of which have very
different characteristics · Looks at the many ancestoral forms of the modern vampire, including
shroud eaters, appesarts, and stafi · Presents evidence for the reality of this phenomenon from
pre-19th-century newspaper articles and judicial records Of all forms taken by the undead, the
vampire wields the most powerful pull on the modern imagination. But the countless movies
and books inspired by this child of the night who has a predilection for human blood are based
on incidents recorded as fact in newspapers and judicial archives in the centuries preceding
the works of Bram Stoker and other writers. Digging through these forgotten records, Claude
Lecouteux unearths a very different figure of the vampire in the many accounts of individuals
who reportedly would return from their graves to attack the living. These ancestors of the
modern vampire were not all blood suckers; they included shroud eaters, appesarts,
nightmares, and the curious figure of the stafia, whose origin is a result of masons secretly
interring the shadow of a living human being in the wall of a building under construction. As
Lecouteux shows, the belief in vampires predates ancient Roman times, which abounded with
lamia, stirges, and ghouls. Discarding the tacked together explanations of modern science for
these inexplicable phenomena, the author looks back to another folk belief that has come
down through the centuries like that of the undead: the existence of multiple souls in every
individual, not all of which are able to move on to the next world after death.

The Vampire's Mark 1
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Anne Rice, this sensuously written spellbinding
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classic remains 'the most successful vampire story since Bram Stoker's Dracula' (The Times)
In a darkened room a young man sits telling the macabre and eerie story of his life - the story
of a vampire, gifted with eternal life, cursed with an exquisite craving for human blood. Anne
Rice's compulsively readable novel is arguably the most celebrated work of vampire fiction
since Bram Stoker's Dracula was published in 1897. When Interview with the Vampire was
originally published the Washington Post said it was: called Interview with the Vampire a
'thrilling, strikingly original work of the imagination . . . sometimes horrible, sometimes beautiful,
always unforgettable'. Now, more than forty years since its release, Anne Rice's masterpiece is
more beloved than ever.

Vikram and the Vampire
A sizzling vampire adventure in the Caribbean from the New York Times bestselling author
Having escaped her horrible marriage, Carolyn Connor has no desire to think about men - a
vow she's determined to keep while on vacation in St. Lucia. Easy enough, until she meets the
charming Marguerite Argeneau, who is infamous for her matchmaking prowess. Christian
Notte knows the power of finding a life mate. He's seen enough of his Argeneau relatives taken
out for the count, but he never imagined he'd let himself fall in love. Not until he meets the
enthralling, charmingly skittish, and oh-so-mortal Carolyn. But how can he reveal his true
nature and still convince this once-bitten mortal to trust him with her heart and with her
forever?
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Single White Vampire
Four blood-sucking princes. A beautiful anarchist. One dangerous mistake. To the vampires
who dominate each quadrant of the Lydian Dynasty, I'm only known as "Blackbird"-a masked
vigilante who, at nineteen, is already public enemy number one. To what's left of humanity, I've
been called a superhero, a title I neither welcome nor deserve. My only objective is to offer the
enslaved what was stolen from us Freedom. However, a failed plan lands me in the last place I
imagined, at the mercy of all four Dynasty princes-Julian, Levi, Roman, and Silas. They're
monsters, each with a heart rumored to be as cold as his icy skin. And what's worse, thanks to
the slip-up, my fate is suddenly theirs to decide. It's up to them whether I'll swing from the
gallows, and I've given them every reason to sentence me to such a fate. Yet, I felt something
unexplainable when our paths first crossed. Something that gives me hope. We should be one
another's worst nightmare. Only, I'm beginning to wonder if, somehow these four princes might
be my saving grace. ***"This is a TOTALLY DIFFERENT take on the Vampire Realm. Boy oh
BOY is this a nail-biter!" ★★★★★ -Amazon Review"Corina is one of those characters I can't
help but love. She is so determined, brave, quick and ballsy" ★★★★★ -Amazon Review"I
loved all the action, intrigue, intense scenes, the back and forth dialogue, the betrayal, magic
and secrets SO many secrets." ★★★★★ -Amazon Review"The storyline was so damn
entrancing. Rachel did a beautiful job building this complex dystopian world." ★★★★★
-Amazon ReviewThe Vampire's Mark was wild, crazy and incredibly dark I loved it!" ★★★★★
-Amazon Review"Lost in the story and unable to look away, my heart pounded right alongside
Corina's!" ★★★★★ -Kalli's Book NookThis is BOOK ONE in THE VAMPIRE'S MARK
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series.Series order is as follows: The Vampire's Mark 1: Dark ReignThe Vampire's Mark 2: Hell
StormThe Vampire's Mark 3: Cold HeirThe Vampire's Mark 4: Crimson Mist Note: This is a
slow-burn, upper young adult/New Adult, RH series. You have my word there's no insta-love
between these pages whatsoever. Instead, you'll be immersed in a rich plot and an imaginative
alternate-reality where vampires don't just exist. They rule. The eventual connection between
Corina and these four sexy, vamp princes will be well-deserved and intense. There are
certainly sexy times in this series, and the heat level is synonymous with the young adult/new
adult genres. Thanks for checking out the series and enjoy! THE VAMPIRE'S MARK is an
action-packed, paranormal romance involving vampire royalty and the humans who fear them.
This series is an upper YA/NA crossover perfect for fans of Bella Forrest's "A Shade of
Vampire", E.M. Knight's "The Vampire's Gift", and Sarah J. Maas's "A Court of Thorns and
Roses". This book is for anyone who loves: * Shifter Romance (Vampire Romance) and Dark
Fantasy Romance* Tough Heroines who rock despite battling disabilities (epilepsy)* Teen and
Young Adult Paranormal Romance* New Adult Paranormal Romance* Magical Powers and
Supernatural Creatures* Alternative Reality and Alternative History* Tales of forbidden love*
The hit TV show, "The Vampire Diaries"* Fiction involving strong heroines, superheroes, and
masked vigilantes hellbent on saving the world* Dystopian Romance and Gothic Romance

Blood Red
I've spent my life in shades of grey. It wasn't until I died that my world filled with color. That
night, I still lived in black and white. There was a full moon. Full and looking as if it had been
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rolled in powdered sugar then plopped back into the sky, so that a white dusting shone around
it like a halo. I've never believed in monsters, or any of that nonsense. Never believed that the
dark could be scary. Until that night. Now I know the truth, but it is shrouded with lies. Now I
can see the world in color, but it is covered in shadows. Now, I must find the monster that killed
my parents. And when I do, I will use my new powers to seek vengeance. A life for the lives
that beast stole from me. I am no longer just Scarlett Night, the color-blind girl who dreams of
flying. Now, I am Nightfall--a fallen angel with a lust for blood. And I shall have my revenge.

The Secret History of Vampires
In the explosive finale to the epic romantic saga, Bella has one final choice to make. Should
she stay mortal and strengthen her connection to the werewolves, or leave it all behind to
become a vampire? When you loved the one who was killing you, it left you no options. How
could you run, how could you fight, when doing so would hurt that beloved one? If your life was
all you had to give, how could you not give it? If it was someone you truly loved? To be
irrevocably in love with a vampire is both fantasy and nightmare woven into a dangerously
heightened reality for Bella Swan. Pulled in one direction by her intense passion for Edward
Cullen, and in another by her profound connection to werewolf Jacob Black, a tumultuous year
of temptation, loss, and strife have led her to the ultimate turning point. Her imminent choice to
either join the dark but seductive world of immortals or to pursue a fully human life has become
the thread from which the fates of two tribes hangs. This astonishing, breathlessly anticipated
conclusion to the Twilight Saga illuminates the secrets and mysteries of this spellbinding
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romantic epic. It's here! #1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to
the world of Twilight with the highly anticipated companion, Midnight Sun: the iconic love story
of Bella and Edward told from the vampire's point of view. "People do not want to just read
Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A literary
phenomenon." -- The New York Times

So I Might Be a Vampire
From the USA Today bestselling author of Vampire Girl comes a new vampire romance that
will suck you in and leave you wanting more. When Eve Oliver finds a strange help wanted ad
in the newspaper, she applies, desperate to pull her life back together after the suicide of her
twin brother.But the interview itself leads to some serious questions.What kind of company is
The Night Firm?Why is the interview in the middle of the night?Why are the four Night brothers
so inhumanely sexy? And was that a black unicorn she just saw?Nothing makes sense. But
she takes the job anyway rather than risk being homeless.Now, she's surrounded by vampires,
she's trying not to fall for her bosses, and she has to defend the most notorious vampire of all
time.Dracula.After all, even monsters deserve a fair trial. But will Eve survive the
Otherworld?And will she be able to save the Night brothers from themselves?

Bloody Bones
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As the scion of one of New York's leading families, Newland Archer was born into a life of
sumptuous privilege and strict duty. Though sensitive and intelligent, Archer respects the rigid
social code of his class and plans to marry ?one of his own kind,” the striking May Welland. But
the arrival of the free-spirited Countess Olenska, who breathes clouds of European
sophistication, makes him question his formerly complacent life. As he falls ever more deeply
in love with her, he discovers just how hard it is to escape the bounds of his society. Edith
Wharton's Pulitzer Prize-winning novel is at once a poignant story of frustrated love and an
extraordinarily vivid and satirical portrait of a vanished world. The world's greatest works of
literature are now available in these beautiful keepsake volumes. Bound in real cloth, and
featuring gilt edges and ribbon markers, these beautifully produced books are a wonderful way
to build a handsome library of classic literature. These are the essential novels that belong in
every home. They'll transport readers to imaginary worlds and provide excitement,
entertainment, and enlightenment for years to come. All of these novels feature attractive
illustrations and have an unequalled period feel that will grace the library, the bedside table or
bureau.

Breaking Dawn
The dice are rolled at midnight. As the twenty-one-year-old heiress to the Le Spyre fortune, my
life should consist of strawberry mojitos and golf carts. Right? But I'm determined to forge my
own path. Desperate to escape the meaningless games of the rich, I flee my family's estate.
Secret alias--check. Place to sleep--uh, kind of? Job--crap! I've bitten off more than I can chew,
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but that's the least of my worries. My city is a giant board game. The players are supernatural-freakin' vampires--including an overbearing crown prince whose unwanted attention could spell
my demise. Now, I must play their deadly game, or my grandmother and best friend will pay
the ultimate price. If you can't get enough of books by K.F. Breene, Annette Marie, Shannon
Mayer, CN Crawford, Leia Stone, Jaymin Eve, and Laura Thalassa then lower your fangs and
step into Vampire Towers. You're heading to Level 66!

Last Chance Academy
From award-winning author Heather Hildenbrand and USA Today bestseller and awardwinning author Karpov Kinrade comes a holiday love story that blends fable and fairytale with
fantasy romance to create a spellbinding tale.***In the remote village of Willowdale there lives
a people haunted by an ancient curse. Once a prosperous and lush land, for thousands of
years the kingdom has suffered under perpetual winter. Crops refuse to grow, poverty and
hunger spread. People die.Their only chance of survival depends on trade. But the one road
between the lands passes through the treacherous Ice Mountains, where the cursed and
banished prince lives. The prince who holds his kingdom in an icy grip.To keep the trade path
open, the prince demands a sacrifice. Once a year, a villager is chosen and must trek to the
peak of the Ice Mountains to offer their life in exchange for safe passage between lands.This
year, I'm the sacrifice.There's one big difference, however. I'm not an ordinary villager being
sent to die. I'm a powerful winter witch, the first born to our village in over a thousand years,
and I've been sent to kill.But when the banished prince saves me from imminent death,
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everything changes. He's not what I expected, and I no longer know what the right path is.Do I
kill him to save my kingdom? Or let what is growing between us save us both, thus damning
everyone I love in the process?

Dead As A Doornail
You may think you know what being a vampire is supposed to be like, but Bob is here to set
you straight. He’s made it his personal mission to get answers about the reality of being a
vampire. He’s been shot, stabbed, thrown off rooftops, survived bad coffee and endured
crippling boredom - all in the name of answering the eternal question of what it means to be a
vampire.

Wanted
View our feature on Katie MacAlister’s In the Company of Vampires.When Francesca arrives
at GothFaire to save her mother from the trickster god, Loki, things go from bad to worse. Her
immortal ex, Benedikt, is there, full of secrets-and with a new girlfriend. Now Fran must battle a
power-hungry group who wishes to dominate both the immortal and mortal worlds-and the
woman who claimed Ben's heart. It's a good thing Fran's no ordinary mortal

Night Rising
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My name is Lilly Lemon and my life has always come in threes.My first week of college, I
am?Broken.BetrayedKilled. But this isn't the afterlife I expected. I end up in a magic world quite
unlike our own. A world where legends are real and monsters stalk the night. A world where I
am strong, mighty, powerful. A queen. A reincarnated Greek Goddess. But the ancient
dungeons have been breached, and monsters are wreaking havoc. To stop them, I must ally
with the three. A thief.A wolf.A fae. Their eyes draw me in. Their words make my heart quiver.
But I'm not the foolish girl I once was.It's time for a new Queen to rise.And save us all.

Vampire Elite
A War is Brewing. Kennedy is one of the last known Druids. Wanted dead by the Seelie Queen
and as a coveted asset to defeat this cruel ruler, Kennedy has become a mark. Especially by a
sexy, merciless Dark Dweller, Lorcan Dragen. Kidnapped and taken prisoner, Kennedy's life
takes a dramatic turn down a path she never imagined. Spending time with a man who killed
her best friend's mother and her friend, she knows he is not someone she should care about.
But the longer she spends with her enemy, the more her feelings blur the line between what is
right and wrong, what is true and what is not. As her magic grows, so does the shy, nerdy girl,
and she soon realizes nothing on a list or in a book will prepare her for what is ahead. Even
her own feelings.

A Werewolf, a Vampire, and a Fae Go to Budapest
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Reproduction of the original: Vikram and the Vampire by Richard F. Burton

Dungeon Queen
Those inside are special, gifted with unique abilities, abilities that make them dangerous to the
outside world. Since childhood, they're trained to control their powers, to show restraint, and to
defend themselves. For years they practice, honing their gifts for one purpose: to be rented out
to the highest bidder as a spy, to be used as a weapon against others. Sam never questions
her role at the secret organization dubbed Rent-A-Kid. Until she meets Drake. She reads
minds. He controls minds. Together, they might get out alive. THIS SPECIAL EDITION
INCLUDES: *Award-Winning Book #1 - Forbidden Mind *Book #2 - Forbidden Fire *Book #3 Forbidden Life *In-Depth Q&A with Author Karpov Kinrade *Extensive Bonus Content
(Available ONLY in this Special Edition)

House of Ravens
Foster girl. Trash. That's all I am to the world. And that's fine. After surviving New Jersey's
foster system, I can survive anything. Even taking a dangerous job from a tall, gorgeous
stranger so I can keep my little sister safe-a job that goes very, very wrong.Suddenly I'm facing
a brutal choice: a decade in jail or four years as a ward of Talonswood Reform Academy-a
place with an all too perfect correction record. A place that makes bootcamp look like a spa.But
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Talonswood and its cruel cadets are far more than they seem, and so are the four men who
rule it. Ellis. Asher. Reese. Cassis. Powerful, impossibly beautiful men who ignite a wildfire
inside me-and who will stop at nothing to make my life a living hell.But it turns out I'm more
than I seem, too. And I'm not going down without a fight.LAST CHANCE ACADEMY is a full
length dark reverse harem paranormal romance. This is the first of four books in Immortals of
Talonswood, a new series from Amazon's top-100 author Alex Lidell. With hot shifter-fae,
delicious vampires, one lone witch, Talonswood isn't your normal reform school.

The Forbidden Trilogy
Having discovered the double identity of the wealthy Transylvanian nobleman, Count Dracula,
a small group of people vow to rid the world of the evil vampire.

I Am the Night
From USA Today bestselling author Karpov Kinrade and Liv Chatham comes a dark love story
that will break you and remake you.It starts with a help wanted ad.The mysterious man who
just bought the grandest mansion in town needs a housekeeper.No one's met him.No one
knows who he is.I'm about to find out that he's much more than he appears.Everyone has
skeletons in their closest.His are just more literal than most.I didn't expect to fall for him.I didn't
expect to feel the way I do when I'm with him.And though his skeletons are gruesome, mine
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are the ones that will end up destroying us both.My new boss only has three rules, and I break
them all the day I start working for him.This isn't a love story, though you might wish it
were.This is a survival story, with love the cost of admission.And death the price for
betrayal.This is a complete standalone dark romance / paranormal romance for fans of Leia
Stone, HM Ward, K.F. Breene, Shannon Mayer and Bella Forrest. Includes potentially
triggering themes of drug and domestic abuse.

The Travelling Vampire Show
MISLED Special Task Force agent Derek Atkinson has a craving for luscious vampire Sable
Taylor. But Sable's a bounty hunter, which makes him direct competition in the capture of
wanted criminals. Despite the obvious attraction between them, she won't give him a chance
and after two years, he's tired of waiting for her to come around. So he's got a plan to give
them both what they want each other. Sable's on a dangerous mission. She's not who Derek
thinks she is, so anything personal just isn't possible. But like most master vampires, Derek's
wily and used to having his way. When he traps her on his ship, she decides to indulge. Two
straight days of mind-blowing sex should be enough, but it isn't, not for either of them. Her
heart is involved now, but Sable can't let Derek get too close. If he finds out what she's doing,
he'll never forgive her. Derek, however, refuses to let go. Now he's getting shot at and asking
questions she shouldn't answer. Sable has to reveal the truth Derek's love has been misled
KISS OF THE NIGHT Special Task Force agent Alexei Night has had a crush on Interstellar
Council Representative Briana Michaels ever since the first time he saw her on the vid comm.
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But their lives are worlds apart. He's a vampire. She's not. There's no possibility of a
relationship between them. Yet he still dreams of her When Briana's unpopular position
supporting vampiric rights threatens her family, Alex leaps at the chance to protect her and be
with her. It's a two-week journey to her homeworld, and he'll spend it making love with the
woman he can't keep, trying to get enough of her to last an eternity. Their erotic connection is
easily established but their bond doesn't overshadow the danger surrounding Briana. A
hopeless romance with a woman whose mortal life is threatened Things can't get any worse for
Alex. And then somehowthey do.

Vikram and the Vampire
Vampires and angels are locked in a deadly war. But first, they want their daughter back. Half
vampire/half angel, Violet, was abandoned amongst the humans in London as a baby.
Suddenly discovering monstrous powers on her twenty-first birthday, she thinks she's the most
dangerous creature to prowl the streets. She's wrong. When a snarky angel falls into her lap
and her adopted sister disappears, Violet is forced into a new role: Huntress. But the deeper
she's dragged into this supernatural world, the more she struggles to survive. On the run,
Violet'll have to rely on a sexy vampire geek, while facing off the harem boy angel threatening
her sister. And there's only one way she'll win: by letting out the monster Fans of Buffy and
Lucifer are sure to devour Vampire Huntress, the first book in the addictive series REBEL
ANGELS by award-winning author Rosemary A Johns. Buy your copy now to begin the thrilling
adventure today!
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The Forbidden Trilogy
Stuntwoman Dawn Madison reluctantly joins her estranged father's investigation into the
sighting of a supposedly dead child star, an endeavor for which she relocates to Hollywood
and discovers an erotic underground coven of vampires. Reprint.

Night Watch
They are the "Others," an ancient race of supernatural beings—magicians, shape-shifters,
vampires, and healers—who live among us. Human born, they must choose a side to swear
allegiance to—the Dark or the Light—when they come of age. For a millennium, these
opponents have coexisted in an uneasy peace, enforced by defenders like the Night Watch,
forces of the Light who guard against the Dark. But prophecy decrees that one supreme
"Other" will arise to spark a cataclysmic war. Anton Gorodetsky, an untested mid-level Light
magician with the Night Watch, discovers a cursed young woman—an Other of tremendous
potential unallied with either side—who can shift the balance of power. With the battle lines
between Light and Dark drawn, the magician must move carefully, for one wrong step could
mean the beginning of annihilation.

Court of Nightfall
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I am Nightfall. I am your worst nightmare and your best friend. I am the keeper of secrets and
the teller of lies. I thought revenge was my only motive. I was wrong.

Interview With The Vampire
From the USA Today bestselling author of Vampire Girl comes a new vampire romance that
will suck you in and leave you wanting more. When Eve Oliver finds a strange help wanted ad
in the newspaper, she applies, desperate to pull her life back together after the suicide of her
twin brother.But the interview itself leads to some serious questions.What kind of company is
The Night Firm?Why is the interview in the middle of the night?Why are the four Night brothers
so inhumanely sexy? And was that a black unicorn she just saw?Nothing makes sense. But
she takes the job anyway rather than risk being homeless.Now, she's surrounded by vampires,
she's trying not to fall for her bosses, and she has to defend the most notorious vampire of all
time.Dracula.After all, even monsters deserve a fair trial. But will Eve survive the
Otherworld?And will she be able to save the Night brothers from themselves?

I Am the Wild
A millennia-long war between two immortal races is about to come to an end. Long ago, the
Vampire Elite began capturing the immortals called the Amiti, attracted by their unique blood
properties. Now most Amiti live in underground cells, forced to serve as vampires’ bloodstock.
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The few surviving free Amiti, preparing a final strike, have declared the Amiti Queen a traitor.
Her execution makes possible the rise of a new Queen, her young daughter Arianna, who will
inherit her mother’s mystical powers. Working with the Keepers of the Key, Arianna may be
able to eliminate the vampires, once and for all, from the face of the earth. The new Queen is
the last hope to save her dying race, and she’s ready to fight to the last drop of her blood. But
the King of the Vampires has other plans. What neither expects is the passion that erupts
between them.

Silver Flame
I lived a pretty ordinary life-a kid raised in my family's bar who went off to college to escape the
small-town life. But when my grandfather died and I returned to take over the family business, I
discovered a much more extraordinary world waiting for me.Vampires, werewolves and fae are
real.And they want my baby.They say my daughter is meant to fulfill a prophesy related to the
end of all magical creatures, but since saving them involves killing her, they're going to have to
figure out another way. They're not getting my kid.Now, I'm on the run from three kingdoms on
the brink of war as I seek to discover the truth of my heritage and the key to controlling my new
powers.With three princes by my side, we just might stand a chance of saving Rain and also
finding a way to save everyone else. The answers I seek are in Budapest, but death seems to
be following me wherever I go, even across the world.
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